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In the forthcoming Principles of Real-Time Systems. (Sang Son ed.), Prentice Hall, 1994.Compiler Support for Real-Time ProgramsRichard Gerber and Seongsoo HongDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742(301) 405-2710rich@cs.umd.edu sshong@cs.umd.eduUniversity of Maryland Technical ReportUMD CS-TR-3217, UMIACS-TR-94-15January 1994AbstractWe present a compiler-based approach to automatically assist in construct-ing real-time systems. In this approach, source programs are written in TCEL(or Time Constrained Event Language) which possesses high-level timing con-structs, and whose semantics characterizes time-constrained relationships be-tween observable events. A TCEL program infers only those timing con-straints necessary to achieve real-time correctness, without over-constrainingthe system. We exploit this looser semantics to help transform programs toautomatically achieve schedulability. In this article we present two such trans-formations. The rst is trace-scheduling, which we use to achieve consistencybetween a program's worst-case execution time and its real-time requirements.The second is program-slicing, which we use to automatically tune applicationprograms driven by rate-monotonic scheduling.
1 IntroductionOne of the primary challenges of building a real-time system lies in balancing itsfunctional requirements against its temporal requirements. Functional requirementsdene valid translations from inputs into outputs. As such they are realized by aset of programs, which consume CPU time.Temporal requirements, on the other hand, place upper and lower boundsbetween occurrences of events [3, 14]. An example is the robot arm must receivea next-position update every 10 ms. Such a constraint arises from the system'srequirements, or from a detailed analysis of the application environment. Thustemporal requirements implicitly limit the time that can be provided by the system'sresources. When the balance between the functional and temporal constraints isnot achieved, the result is often a costly and arduous process of system tuning.This typically involves multiple phases of instrumentation and hand-optimization.In this article we present an automated methodology to assist programmersin this process. Our approach consists of two interrelated factors: a programminglanguage and compiler transformations. The real-time programming language iscalled TCEL (Time-Constrained Event Language), which contains high-level tim-ing constructs, and whose semantics is based on time-constrained relationships be-tween observable events. As the only timing constraints are imposed by observableevents, the unobservable code can be transformed to automatically assist in the lowlevel tuning process. As we show in this article, it is precisely the TCEL semanticswhich makes the compiler transformations possible.The TCEL Language. TCEL contains constructs quite similar to those devel-oped in other experimental languages [13, 16, 18, 20, 23, 31]. In these approaches,however, timing constraints are established between blocks of code. The TCEL se-mantics, on the other hand, establishes constraints between the observable eventswithin the code.For example, consider a construct such as \every 10msdo B," where the blockof code \B" is executed once every 10 milliseconds. In a code-based semantics, all ofthe code in B must t properly within each 10 ms time-frame. In the TCEL event-based semantics, only the observable events in B must t properly within the time-frame. This looser semantics yields two immediate benets. First, the decoupling oftiming constraints from code blocks enables a more straightforward implementationof an event-based specication. But more importantly, the unobservable code canbe moved to automatically tune the program to its hardware environment.In the sequel we consider all \send" and \receive" operations to be observ-able. As an example, the following is a fragment of a periodic TCEL program.During each period, sensor data is read in, a new system state is updated, anactuator command is determined, after which it is sent to the actuator.2
A1: every 25msfA2: receive(Sensor, &data);A3: state = nextState(state, data);A4: cmd = nextCmd(state, data);A5: send(Actuator, cmd);gThe system's only observable events are triggered instantaneously during the execu-tions of the \send" and \receive" operations. The \every" statement establishestiming constraints only between these two operations. On the other hand, the localstatements A3 and A4 are simply constrained by the program's natural control anddata dependences.Under a code-based semantics the program is interpreted in a dierent way;that is, the statements A2-A5 must be executed within a single frame. This inter-pretation is in fact much stronger than the requirements mandate, and indeed, mayresult in an unnecessary fault. For example, if the system experiences a transientoverload caused by higher-priority tasks, the program may not meet its deadline.In this case there are obvious remedies, which would have to be performed byhand. For example, part or all of the next-state update in A3 could be relocated be-yond A5. Then, in the case of transient overload, this operation could be postponedbeyond the end of the period. However, the necessary corrections would includemanually decomposing A4, moving part of it, and adding necessary hooks for thescheduler to postpone a deadline. The actual changes would heavily depend onthe particular characteristics of the computer, and thus, the very reason for usinghigh-level timing constructs would be defeated.The event-based semantics provides a solid foundation for a compiler to auto-matically tune the system. Returning to our example, a transformation can be usedto automatically decompose A3. Yet another transformation can relocate as much(or as little) code as is necessary to tolerate single-period overloads. In performingthese transformations, the TCEL compiler uses the observable events as \seman-tic markers," which establish boundaries of code decomposition, and constrain theplaces where code can be moved.Contents of this Chapter. This article summarizes our recent results in pro-gram transformations for real-time applications (for a more comprehensive treat-ment, see [11] and [9]). In Section 2 we present an overview of the TCEL language,stressing mainly the event-based semantics.Then, in Section 3 we show how we use code-motion optimizations to resolveconicts within single tasks. These conicts can arise when tasks have nested con-straints; e.g., when deadlines are tighter than periods, or when there are inserteddelay statements. Since these timing constraints may conict with the task's execu-tion time, it may appear to be inherently unschedulable. Hence the objective is toautomatically achieve \internal" consistency between real-time requirements andelapsed execution time. Our approach is to use instruction-scheduling techniques[7], with which our compiler moves code from blocks constrained by tight deadlinesinto blocks with sucient slack. 3




















E5Figure 1: Typical Flow Graph.of events. That is, LAST (RB) = fE1; E2g, FIRST (CB) = fE3; E4g andLAST (CB) = fE4; E5g. Thus, the \do" construct introduces two potential con-straints between an executed event from LAST(RB) and another from FIRST(CB),as well as one constraint between two events from LAST(RB) and LAST(CB) each.The second real-time construct denotes a statement with cyclic behavior of apositive periodicity:every p [while hconditioni ][ start after tmin ] [ start before tmax1 ] [nish within tmax2 ]hconstraint blockiAs long as the \while" condition is true, the observable events in the constraintblock execute every p time units. Akin to an untimed while-loop, when the con-dition evaluates to false the statement terminates. In its real-time behavior, theinterpretation of the \every" construct is similar to that of \do." For example, as-sume that the statement is rst scheduled at time t, and that the \while" conditionis true for periods 0 through i. As depicted in Figure 2, the following constraintson events are induced for period i: start after tmin: The rst event executed in the CB occurs aftert + ip+ tmin. start before tmax1: The rst event executed in the CB occurs beforet + ip+ tmax1. 5
t t+p t+2p
observable event occurrence
t+tmin t+tmax1 t+tmax2 t+p+tmin t+p+tmax1 t+p+tmax2Figure 2: Behavior of Periodic Timing Construct. nish within tmax2: The last event executed in the CB occurs beforet + ip+ tmax2.As we have stated, timing constraints may be arbitrarily nested. For example,consider the two-arm robot control program in Figure 3, which monitors a conveyerbelt and gives commands to the robot's arms. The specication is as follows:(1) Every 10 ms, a position-sensor sends a message to the controller.(2) Each message contains the dimensions of an object currently approaching therobot. If no object is approaching, the message is tagged as \null."(3) To achieve steady-state, the controller delays at least 1.5 ms after receivingthe message.(4) If an object was detected, new commands are sent to arm1 and arm2.(5) Both commands must be sent within 4.0 ms of receiving the sensor's message,and within 8.0 ms of the beginning of the period.3 Transformation 1: Consistent Task SynthesisWhile an event-based semantics makes sense at the source-program level, most real-time schedulers only accept timing constraints on the start and nish times of tasks.Thus, the role of the compiler is to transform event-driven source programs intoconstrained blocks of code. The challenge is to achieve a task set which is feasible,i.e., whose tasks have execution times consistent with the timing constraints.This is done in the following three steps. First, a timing construct is decom-posed into several sections, denoted by its control ow structure (Section 3.1). Next,code-based timing constraints are derived from the construct's event-based timingconstraints (Section 3.2), and checked for their consistency with the execution time.Finally, code-scheduling transformations are used to reduce the worst-case execu-tion time of the infeasible sections (Section 3.3).3.1 Section GenerationA timing construct is divided into ve code sections, as portrayed in Figure 4. Ascan be seen, the reference block is decomposed into three sub-blocks. The unobserv-able code before the rst observable statement becomes an interface section (S1).6
































end_S4Figure 4: The Flow Graph of a Timing Construct and its Section Division.is in the interface section S5, which is not subject to the construct's timing con-straints. Hence the need for the marker end S4, which is the unique exit point forthe constrained section S4.Now, let the variable S2.start correspond to the actual time that the markerbegin S2 is \executed" (that is, the dispatch time of section S2), and let S2.nishcorrespond to the time that the section ends. Similarly, let S4.start and S4.nishrepresent the start and nish times of section S4. Using these variables we canrepresent the section decomposition of a TCEL construct in a manner similar tothat found in the Flex language [15].Recall the robot controller program from Figure 3. Figure 5 illustrates itsconstituent sections, where the bracketed numbers are the maximum executiontimes for each instruction on the given CPU. These times are generated by a timinganalysis tool, such as those found in [10, 5, 25, 27, 32]. The constraint-expressionfor S6 corresponds to the program's outer, periodic loop.3.2 Deriving Code-Based Timing ConstraintsAs seen in Figure 5, the code-based timing constraints can be expressed as conjunc-tions of linear inequalities between start-times and nish-times of dierent sections.However, note the dierence between the code-based constraints and the TCELsource-level constraints: In Figure 3 the \nish within" deadline is 4ms, while inFigure 5 it is tightened to 3.6ms. There is good reason for this { the new code-basedtiming constraints must be strong enough to guarantee the original semantics ofthe event-based constraints. That is, they must take into account the program'sexecution-time characteristics. In general, consider the TCEL construct such as8
S6: (S6.start[p]p10ms,S6.nish[p]p10ms+8ms)S1: f / null / gS2: f receive(Sensor, &dim); g [0.40ms]S3: f msg cnt++; [0.02ms]c = !null(dim); [0.20ms]gS4: (S4.startS2.nish+1.5ms,S4.nishS2.nish+3.6ms)f if (c) f [0.02ms]z1 = convert(dim, loc1); [1.00ms]z2 = convert(dim, loc2); [1.00ms]send(arm1, z1); [0.40ms]send(arm2, z2); [0.40ms]ggS5: f / null / ggFigure 5: Robot Program { After Section Generation.do RB start after tmin start before tmax1 nish within tmax2 CBObviously, the TCEL parameters are not tight enough to guarantee the correctnessof the code-based constraints. For example, if we wish to maintain the \tmax1"requirement, it is not sucient to simplymandate that S4 starts within a maximumdelay of tmax1 after S2 ends (though this is certainly necessary). We can see inFigure 4 that the event actually executed in LAST(S2) may be E1, while the eventexecuted in FIRST(S4) may be E4. Thus the naive strategy fails to factor in theexecution times of B3 and B4.However, the event-based semantics is clear: the time between the executedevent in LAST(S2) and the executed event in FIRST(S4) is at most tmax1. Toguarantee that this occurs, we must account for all possible execution scenarios.Specically, we must tighten the constraints, allowing for the maximum amount oftime between an event in LAST(S2) and end S2, as well as the maximum amountof execution time between begin S4 and an event in FIRST(S4). We must similarlyadjust tmax2. To do this, we make the following denitions: S2 def= maxfwt(p) j e 2 LAST (S2); e)p+ end S2g. S4 def= maxfwt(p) j e 2 FIRST (S4); begin S4)p+ eg.where For nodes n1 and n2 in the ow graph, n1)p+ n2 means there is a non-nullpath from n1 to n2. 9
 For a fragment of code c, wt(c) is the worst-case execution time of c.Note that S2 and S4 are sensitive to not only code's execution time character-istics, but also changes made to some paths between events and markers duringprogram translation. For example, changes to paths between end S2 and a node inLAST(S2) might require re-evaluation of S2.Now the code-based timing constraints can be postulated as follows:(1) S4:start  S2:nish + Tmin (where Tmin = tmin)(2) S4:start  S2:nish + Tmax1 (where Tmax1 = tmax1  S2  S4)(3) S4:nish  S2:nish + Tmax2 (where Tmax2 = tmax2  S2)These timing constraints are strong enough to guarantee the original event-basedtiming constraints. (By convention, if the \start after" constraint is omitted, weconsider tmin to be 0. Similarly, when either the \start before" or \nish within"constraints are missing, we consider tmax1 = 1 or tmax2 = 1, respectively.) Re-turning to Figure 5, we can see that equation (3) indeed mandates tightening theoriginal 4ms to 3.6ms.Now we wish to determine when (1)-(3) can be met. That is, what do theseequations infer about the program's allowable worst-case execution-time behavior?This can easily be derived if we add precedence constraints reecting the naturalow of the program; i.e., that S4 executes after S3, which executes after S2:(4) S2:nish +wt(S3)  S4:start(5) S4:start +wt(S4)  S4:nishEliminating S2.nish, S4.start and S4.nish from (1)-(5), we end up with:(a) Tmin  Tmax1(b) wt(S3)  Tmax1(c) wt(S3) + wt(S4)  Tmax2(d) wt(S4)  Tmax2   TminObviously, (a) had better be true in order for the TCEL construct to make anysense. For the purposes of our algorithm we combine (b) and (c), yielding thefollowing two constraints on execution times:() wt(S3)  minfTmax1; Tmax2   wt(S4)g() wt(S4)  Tmax2   TminThese are the necessary and sucient conditions to achieve feasibility, and theyare summarized in Table 1. In the next subsection we discuss our code-schedulingtechniques to handle the cases in which one of these conditions fails to hold.3.3 Code SchedulingThe nal step is to rearrange instructions across sections in such a way that allthe sections satisfy their derived timing constraints. Such a process is similar tothat of code scheduling, which is a well-dened problem for automatic ne-grain(instruction level) parallelization for superscalar and VLIW processors [1, 4, 7, 8,10
Section Duration Constraint (DUR(S))S3 minfTmax1; Tmax2   wt(S4)gS4 Tmax2   TminTable 1: Timing Constraints of S3 and S4.AlgorithmCode Scheduling(T) / T is a timing construct /input: the ordered set of sections fS1;S2; : : : ;S5g in Tbegindur = Tmax2   Tmin;compute t such that wt(t) = maxfwt(path) j path in S4g;while (wt(t) > dur)perform Code Scheduling on t into S3;if (t is still critical) then exit(\Unable to synthesize.");recompute t such that wt(t) =maxfwt(path) j path in S4g;endrecompute Tmax1; / to reect the change in S4. /if (wt(S3)  Tmin) then exit(\No scheduling needed for S3.");else dur = minfTmax1 ; Tmax2   wt(S4)g;compute t such that wt(t) = maxfwt(path) j path in S3g;while (wt(t) > dur)perform Code Scheduling on t into S1;if (t is still critical) then exit(\Unable to synthesize.");recompute t such that wt(t) =maxfwt(path) j path in S3g;endend Figure 6: Code Scheduling Algorithm.22, 28]. However, our problem context has a dierent goal. In what follows, wesketch a code scheduling algorithm, which moves code from sections that violatetheir duration constraints into those with more lenient constraints.Code scheduling involves copying or relocating unobservable instructions1 tonew locations, while preserving the functional semantics of the original code. Indoing so, we attempt to achieve the following goal: Satisfy wt(Si)  DUR(Si) for i = 3; 4.The algorithm is greedy, and it attempts to attain the desired consistency of atiming construct in a section-by-section manner. It inspects the sections S4 andS3 (in reverse topological order), checking if they satisfy their duration constraints.1We conservatively prohibit event-generating instructions from being moved, so that the timingrelationships between events are preserved. 11




Task at the periodk−thFigure 8: Task Behavior at kth Period.yields the result of code scheduling: an assignment is moved into S3, and the testguarding it is copied. Now the implementation satises the necessary condition forfeasibility, since the body of S3 requires at most 1.82 ms. In addition to such aninstant benet, the transformation converts the possibly wasteful delay into usefulcomputation time, since the new code in S3 can be scheduled within the delayinterval between S2 and S4.4 Transformation 2: Real-Time SchedulabilityThe event-based semantics of TCEL gives a clear separation between constraintsbased on time, and those based on data and control dependences. In this section wepresent another useful application of this semantics; namely, an automated tuningtool for enhancing the schedulability of (purely) periodic task sets. Thus we areconcerned with a subset of TCEL, i.e., tasks written only using the every construct.Our approach is as follows: whenever a task set is found unschedulable, weidentify the tasks that miss their deadlines. Each of these tasks gets split into twothreads { one containing its observable events, and the other containing its unob-servable instructions. While the former thread must nish by the original deadline,the latter is allowed to \slide" into the next frame. Thus the transformation eec-tively increases the original task's deadline, while maintaining its semantics.This approach is particularly appropriate for programs that drive guidance,navigation and control (GN&C) applications [17]. First, GN&C programs typicallypossess periodic behavior; thus they are amenable to xed-priority, rate-drivenscheduling. Second, these programs possess structure resembling that displayed inFigure 8: During each period, physical world measurements are sampled, a currentglobal state is updated, actuator commands are computed, which are then sent toa set of actuators.Since the events (i.e., inputs and outputs) are clearly identiable here, thistype of process easily lends itself to aggressive code transformations, assuming theunderlying the semantics of TCEL.4.1 Rate-Monotonic Schedulability AnalysisRate-monotonic scheduling is well-suited for control domain applications, not onlybecause they possess the periodic behavior, but also because ecient schedulability13
tests can be applied. One of these is the exact (necessary and sucient) testpresented in [19], which is based on critical instant analysis.To review, a task's critical instant occurs whenever it is initiated simulta-neously with all higher-priority tasks [21]. Let Ti and Ci be the period and theworst case computation time of task i, respectively, and assume that the i's arenumbered in the increasing order of their Ti's. Since the rate-monotonic schedulingalgorithm assigns a higher priority to a task with a smaller period, a task with asmaller number has a higher priority.To determine if task k can meet its deadline under the worst case phasing,it is necessary to check if there is point t in time in the interval [0, Tk] (i.e. k'scritical interval), which satises the following inequality.kXi=1 Cid tTi et  1To do so, we need only check those points in the interval [0, Tk] which are multiplesof the periods of k tasks f1; 2; : : : ; kg. They are called scheduling points, andbecome points where the left-hand-side of the above inequality achieves the localminima.Example 4.1 Consider the case of three periodic tasks, where the source code oftask 3 is given in Figure 9.Task Execution Time Period1 C1 = 4:00 T1 = 102 C2 = 4:00 T2 = 163 C3 = 6:41 T3 = 25We can carry out the exact schedulability test for these tasks as follows:For 1: C1 = 4:00 < T1 = 10For 2: C1 + C2 = 8:00 < T1 = 10For 3: 8>><>: C1 + C2 + C32C1 + C2 + C32C1 + 2C2 + C33C1 + 2C2 + C3 ==== 14:4118:4122:4126:41 >>>> T1 = 10T2 = 162T1 = 20T3 = 25That is, tasks 1 and 2 are schedulable, since they can both complete beforetheir (shared) scheduling point T1. However, the entire task set is not schedulable,because the total utilization factor exceeds 1 at all scheduling points within thecritical interval of 3.4.2 Transformation ApproachA straightforward technique to achieve schedulability is to let some of 3's code\slide" into the next period. This can be done by postponing the deadline of 3 (as14
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  t1*(t3+t4)t1=F1(state) t2=F2(state) t3=F3(data) t4=F4(data)
receive(−, &data)









  t1*(t3+t4)t1=F1(state) t3=F3(data) t4=F4(data)
receive(−, &data)
receive(−, &data)
Figure 12: IO-Handling Slice (Top) and State-Update Slice (Bottom).(Bottom). Returning to our task 3 in Figure 9, we see that L1, L3, L5, L6 andL8 are included in the IO-slice. Also, the predicate on line L2 is included, sincethe execution of L3, L5, L6 and L8 depend on its outcome. Similarly, L1, L2, L3,L4, L5 and L9 are included in the State-update slice. Then, by Step 3, commonstatements L1, L3 and L5 are deleted from it (but not L2!).The textual results of these operations can be seen in Figure 13, where thetotal times for each subtask are:C3a = 4:93ms; C3b = 1:52ms18
/ Subtask 3a /freceive(Sensor, &data); [0.50ms]c = !null(data); [0.06ms]if (c) [0.02ms]ft1 = F1(state); [1.05ms]t3 = F3(data); [1.35ms]t4 = F4(data); [1.35ms]cmd = t1  ( t3 + t4 ); [0.10ms]send(Actuator, cmd); [0.50ms]gg
/ Subtask 3b /fif (c) [0.02ms]ft2 = F2(state); [1.35ms]state = t1  ( t2 + t3 ); [0.15ms]ggFigure 13: Two Decomposed Subtasks.4.3 Scheduling and AnalysisWe can now sketch a high-level procedure that uses Algorithm 4.2 to transform anunschedulable task set into a schedulable one. The input is a set of n tasks  = f1; 2; : : : ; ngwhich are processed in decreasing order, from n to 1. If the task set is found to beunschedulable, Algorithm 4.2 is invoked to slice n into its two constituent threads,which then replace n in  . If the updated set is still deemed unschedulable, theprocedure goes to work on n 1, and so on.In [9] we present a detailed alternative to this approach, in which tasks areprocessed from 1 to n; i.e., the rst task found unschedulable is selected for slicing.One can imagine other alternatives as well.However, any such scheme is critically dependent on two elements:(1) A scheduling policy that can exploit our task model; i.e. while the b threadscan miss their original deadlines, the precedence constraints between instancesa and b must be maintained.(2) An oine schedulability analyzer for the given scheduling policy.There are several methods that can be used to address (1) and (2), each of whichhas its relative strengths and weaknesses. In this section we outline three suchapproaches which are useful for many applications, and also fairly simple to imple-ment.Method 1 (Slicing the lowest-priority task): We include this method toshow that in many cases the scheduler need not be altered at all. Indeed, whenthe only lowest priority task is sliced { as in our example { the original rate-monotonic priority assignment may still be used. We illustrate this by returning tothe example. 19
Online Scheduler: Now that 3's two subthreads have been isolated, they are\glued" back into a single task  03 by way of sequential composition: 03 = 3a; 3bThe new task  03 is still initiated every T3 time units, and remains at the lowestpriority. However, if iteration k has not completed when the new period k + 1starts, the new instance waits for the old one to nish.Oine Analyzer: There is a simple method to determine whether the trans-formed task set is schedulable under this policy. First, since the higher-prioritytasks remain unaltered, their schedulability can be determined using the \critical-instant" approach outlined in Example 4.1. As for the entire application, considerthe newly constructed tasks in our example:Task Execution Time Period1 C1 = 4:00 T1 = 102 C2 = 4:00 T2 = 16 03 4:93 for 3a+ 1:52 for 3b T3 = 25C03 = 6:45In establishing schedulability, it is sucient to check whether the following twoconditions hold:(1) whether 3a can always run within time T3, and(2) whether two successive instances of  03 can run within time 2T3.An easy argument shows that this test is sound. Recall that task  03 is invoked attimes 0, T3, 2T3, etc. Let period i be the rst in which 3b slides past its deadline.By condition (1), the ith instance of 3a nishes by time (i+1)T3, and by condition(2) the i + 1st instance of  03 nishes by time (i + 2)T3. Thus task 3a nishes bytime (i + 2)T3 as well, which preserves the TCEL semantics.Returning to our example, we can verify conditions (1) and (2) by againmaking use of the critical-instant analysis. For condition (1), we \pretend" that3a is autonomously invoked with a period of T3, and show that it is schedulablewith respect to tasks 1 and 2. Then, for (2), we assume another \imaginary" task 03;  03 { with period 2T3 and cost 2C03 { and show that it too is schedulable with 1and 2. For 3a: 3C1 + 2C2 + C3a = 20:93 < 25 = T3For  03;  03: 5C1 + 3C2 + 2C03 = 44:90 < 48 = 3T2Thus both conditions (1) and (2) hold. Note that this procedure yields a suciencytest for schedulability, and not a necessary one. For example, the scheduler could,in fact, force every instance of 3b to miss its deadline. As long as 3a is alwayscompleted within the deadline, the TCEL semantics is maintained.20
Method 2 (Slicing any number of tasks): Method 1 is clearly insucient todispatch several sliced tasks, each of which may have a dierent period. However,it can be generalized by slightly modifying the dispatching scheme. Briey stated,when a task  is sliced, it now receives two priorities: ph, which is inversely propor-tional to its original period T , and pl, which is inversely proportional to a periodof 2T . We briey sketch the method below (details can be found in [9]).Online Scheduler: Again, when a task  is sliced, the two subthreads a andb are \glued" back into a single task \ 0 = a; b," where we let Ca and Cb denotethe worst-case execution times of a and b, respectively. The scheduler uses acountdown timer for  0 to ensure that within any time-frame [i  T; (i+ 1)  T ], therst Ca units of execution time of  0 are run at priority ph, with any remainingtime in the frame run at priority pl. Note that since b may have \slid" beyondtime i  T , it may be the case that part of b runs at priority ph, while part of aruns at priority pl.The algorithm works as follows: task  0 is initiated time 0 with priority ph,and its countdown time is set to Ca. The timer decrements whenever  0 runs atpriority ph; when  0 gets preempted it is temporarily stopped. When the timerexpires,  0 gets demoted to priority pl. Note that this will always occur before timeT if the IO-handler is to complete by its deadline.As in Method 1, at time T task  0 is re-invoked, and if the old iteration isnot nished the new one must wait. In either case, task  0's priority is immediatelyreset to ph, and the timer is reset to Ca as well. When the timer expires duringthe frame [T,2T], the priority is again demoted to pl { regardless of which iterationis currently running. Thus, as we stated above, the net result is that during anygiven frame the task is rst run at priority ph for Ca time, with the remainder oftime in the frame run at priority pl.The implementation of this scheme requires one countdown timer for eachsliced task, which can easily be managed by only one programmable hardwaretimer { a standard component in most systems.Oine Analyzer: We can subject task  0 to a simple schedulability test notunlike the one mentioned above. In doing so, we \pretend" that both tasks a andb are invoked autonomously every T time units, without regard to any precedenceconstraints. (Thus we pretend that that a can always preempt b.) The testinvolves checking the following two conditions.(1) whether a can always run within time T at priority ph, and(2) whether two successive instances of b can run within time 2T at priority pl.This test { which actually assumes a static-priority, fully preemptive dispatchingscheme { is still sucient for our purposes. After all, condition (1) shows that whenany task with cost Ca and priority ph is released at times 0 and T , it will nishby time T and 2T , respectively. Condition (2) shows that if another task with costCb and priority pl is released at times 0 and T , both instances can nish by time2T . Since our online scheduler always raises  0s priority at frame boundaries, andalways lowers it after Ca execution time, the test's underlying notion of preemptionsimulates the behavior of the online scheduler.21
Method 3 (A static-priority approach): Method 2 enjoys a simple analysistest for its dual-priority scheme, which is certainly one of its strengths. Its principalweakness is that the online component lacks the simplicity found in pure, static-priority scheduling. For example, recall that Method 1 successfully uses the originalrate-monotonic scheduler.Thus the following question arises: when can a set of transformed TCEL tasksbe scheduled under a fully preemptive, static-priority scheme? Burns [2] providesan answer to this question after identifying a simple, but essential fact about theTCEL task model. That is, whenever we let a task's deadline be greater than itsperiod, this represents a relaxation of the classical rate-monotonic restrictions putforth in [21]. Thus the rate-monotonic priority assignment may not be the optimalone; indeed, perhaps another static priority assignment will result in a feasibleschedule when the rate-monotonic ordering fails.Given a set of transformed TCEL tasks 01 = 1a; 1b 02 = 2a; 2b... 0n = na; nbit turns out the appropriate priority assignment is not only dependent on the periods(as in the pure rate-monotonic model), but also on the respective execution timesof each IO-handler and state-update component. In [2] Burns presents a searchalgorithm to generate the feasible static-priority order { or to detect when no suchorder exists. Thus the approach includes the following components.Online Scheduler: This is a simple, preemptive dispatching mechanism, inwhich priority \ties" are broken in favor of the task dispatched rst. Thus, forexample, a task's current iteration will nish before the next one starts.Oine Analyzer: The analyzer is constructive, in that it produces a feasiblepriority assignment if one exists. If no such assignment exists, perhaps Method 2can be used instead. In fact, we have identied task sets in which Method 2succeeds and Method 3 fails, as well as other task sets in which Method 3 succeedsand Method 2 fails.5 ConclusionModern real-time applications are becoming more complex in both their functionaland temporal requirements, as well as their scale. At the same time, there is anincreasing desire to use o-the-shelf hardware and standardized runtime support,with a concomitant demand for portability and upward compatibility.These themes should not be surprising, since they also characterize the evolu-tion of computer systems in general. In time-independent domains, however, theyare often realized through the use of a high-level language, which serves as an ab-straction between a designer's intentions and the low-level operation of the systemarchitecture. Compilers, therefore, are relied on to do much of the dirty work, andto provide a bridge between the program and the platform.22
The TCEL paradigm helps incorporate this development into real-time do-mains. As we have shown, TCEL's event-based semantics constrains only thoseoperations that are critical to real-time operation; i.e., the events denoted in thespecication or those derived from it. As such, a source program is an appropriateabstraction of the designer's intentions, and it need not over-burden the system withunnecessary constraints. Moreover, the event-based semantics enables a compilerto transform the program to suit the characteristics of the underlying system.In this article we have presented two such transformation techniques. Therst, trace-scheduling, helps resolve conicts that arise when timing constraints arenested; e.g., when deadlines are tighter than periods, or when delay statements areinserted within the code. Our ne-grained synthesis procedure can be a useful toolfor eliminating these conicts. Since this is exactly the type of low-level work thatcompilers do best, a human programmer's time is probably better spent elsewhere.The second technique is based on program-slicing, and it helps enhance theschedulability of periodic task sets. In this article we have concentrated on rate-based scheduling, one of the best understood areas in the real-time literature. How-ever, the tradition has been to consider the \task" as an uninterpreted block ofexecution time { perhaps with a period, a start time and a deadline, but no othersemantics to speak of. We have shown that once we \open up" the task to considerits event-based semantics, we can automatically convert an unschedulable appli-cation into a schedulable one. We believe that our approach can be used as a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